
Mauro GANDOLFI (Bologna 1764 - Bologna 1834) 

An Elegantly Dressed Young Woman Wearing a Hat
Brush, with grey ink and grey wash, on vellum.

311 x 254 mm. (12 1/4 x 10 in.) [sheet]
 

As the scholar Mimi Cazort has noted, ‘the characteristic features of Mauro [Gandolfi]’s drawings [are]
an elegant refinement of line, precision of detail, and certain stylistic conceits for the rendering of hands

and faces.’ The present sheet may a study for a lithograph or engraving, but is equally likely to have
been drawn as an independent work of art for sale to a collector. It can be related to a handful of highly-
finished drawings and watercolours, usually executed on vellum, produced by Mauro Gandolfi in the first
quarter of the 19th century for a sophisticated clientele. In many of these late works, the artist adopted

this sort of vignette composition, with large areas of paper left untouched on all sides. A similar
technique and composition may be found, for example, in a self-portrait drawing in a private collection,
which was later reproduced as an engraving by the Milanese printmaker Giuseppe Beretta. Another
drawing in a private collection, showing the artist holding a guitar and derived from a painted self-

portrait of c.1787, is also similar in its vignette format to the present sheet, while a less finished pen and
wash drawing of this vignette type, depicting the heads of a young woman and an old man, is in another

private collection.

In its degree of finish, this fine drawing may also be likened to two further drawings by Mauro Gandolfi
also executed on vellum; an elaborate allegorical watercolour, signed and dated 1811, in the Apolloni

collection in Rome, and a brush and grey wash drawing of a couple with a child, known as The Farewell,
in a private American collection. 
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Artist description:

Unlike his father Gaetano and uncle Ubaldo, Mauro Gandolfi enjoyed a relatively brief career as a
painter, and only a few paintings by him survive to this day. In his manuscript autobiography, published

posthumously in 1841, Mauro noted that he learned to draw by copying his father’s drawings, and it
remains as a draughtsman that he is best known today. After training in his father’s studio, Mauro left

Bologna for France in 1782, at the age of eighteen, only returning to Italy five years later. He also spent
a number of years in France as an adult, and his work can be seen to be a blend of the Bolognese

tradition inherited from his father and uncle with the Neoclassical manner prevalent in late 18th century
France. Mauro’s first independent works of any significance are two altarpieces painted in 1791 for the
church of San Domenico in Ferrara, where they joined another altarpiece painted by his father. By 1794

he had been elected to the Accademia Clementina in Bologna, where he was later appointed to the
post of professor of figure drawing. 

Mauro seems to have largely abandoned painting around the turn of the century in favour of working as
a reproductive engraver, a practice he studied during a second stay in France between 1800 and 1806.
Many of his prints reproduced paintings by his father, although he also made engravings after the work

of contemporaries such as Pelagio Palagi as well as earlier artists like Guido Reni. 

Mauro Gandolfi paid a visit to America in 1816, spending several months in New York and Philadelphia.
His fame as a reproductive printmaker led to a commission to engrave John Trumbull’s painting of The
Signing of the Declaration of Independence in the Capitol, though he turned it down. In an account of his
travels in America, written in 1822, he notes that he brought with him finished drawings to sell, although

none have as yet been identified. 

On his return to Italy Mauro worked briefly in Florence before settling in Milan, where much of his work
was in the form of highly finished drawings and watercolours for sale to collectors, as well as designs for

engravings, to be published and sold by a number of the printsellers who were active in the city. After
five years in Milan he returned to Bologna for good in 1823, and died there in impoverished

circumstances in January 1834.


